SING ING & PE R FO R MANC E TIPS

RE LAX .
L E T GO O F TRY I NG .
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RELAX. LET GO OF TRYING.
What would happen if you stopped making an effort?

In fact we need to create a new internal map of how it feels to sing.

Stopped trying to be in tune, get it “right, sound good,

And this means doing the opposite of all that driving, pushing and

sing powerfully, sell the song?

trying.

We think that the harder we try to more we’ll succeed. But when it

How to create a new internal map of how you sing freely:

comes to physical effort when we sing it’s not the case.
I Take a comfortable easy breath as if you were going to speak the
When we actually examine what we think we need to do to belt those

phrase rather than a “big singing breath in.”

songs out, reach the high notes, “sell” the song and how that is
affecting our voice, we discover that our unconscious patterns we

I Experiment with how little air you need to sing the phrase and stay

believe help us to sound great are actually preventing us!

relaxed.

So many times in a lesson I watched a singer about to sing. The music

I Explore using only 10% effort when you sing.

starts and immediately they tense up and “prepare” to sing. And the
more effort they make the tighter their voice gets. They lock their

I Discover how to use the tongue and jaw with minimal efficient

diaphragm trying to get a “big” breath, their jaw and tongue tighten

movement.

and vocal folds constrict. Then they drive the sound with so much air
pressure that they sing off key or sound forced.
Many people think that reaching those high notes,
singing powerfully or sounding intense means pushing
more air out and increasing effort.
But doing that actually has the opposite effect.
It constricts our diaphragm, tightens our throat, our
voice sounds squeaky and we miss the high notes.
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I Learn the correct shape and position of tongue and jaw for each
vowel and consonant so they are move more economically.

